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References to Acts, Rules and Regulations in force at 17 June 2021 – will change from 1 September 2021 

upon commencement of Federal Circuit and Family Court Act 2021



Appeals
Legislative framework at 17 June 2021

• Family Law Act 1975 – Part X Appeals
– 1 September 2021 Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia 

Act – Chapter 3, Part 2 - Jurisdiction
• Family Law Rules 2004 – in particular Chapter 22; and
• Practice Direction 1 of 2017 ‘Conduct of Appeals’

– 1 September 2021 – Harmonised Rules anticipated
• Family Law Regulations – Regulation 15A
• Family Law (Fees) Regulations 2012
• Child Support legislation

– CS(R &C)A – Part VIII
– CSAA – Part 7



Appeal process

Other notes:
Notice of Cross-Appeal [r 22.07] filed later of 28 days after Notice of Appeal served or 
order made [r 22.08]
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Where / how to file Notice of Appeal
Four regional appeal registries:

• Northern – Brisbane
– Queensland
– Northern Territory
– Lismore, NSW

• Eastern – Sydney
– Balance of NSW
– ACT

• Southern - Melbourne
– Victoria
– South Australia
– Tasmania

• Western – Perth
– Western Australia

Appeals are not filed through Commonwealth Courts Portal
Electronically filed by email to regional appeal registry

Communication Northern region: northernappeals@familycourt.gov.au

mailto:northernappeals@familycourt.gov.au


Filing Notice of Appeal
• Timeframe – 28 days (rule 22.03)

– Out of time:  Application for extension of time if outside time (not leave to appeal)
• Application in an appeal
• Affidavit
• Draft (proposed) Notice of Appeal

• Attach decree or order appealed
• Filing fee
• To be served within 14 days after Notice of Appeal is filed (rule 22.05)



File Notice of Appeal - Within 28 days after order appealed was 
made (rule 22.03)
Order made Wednesday 19 May 2021
Notice of Appeal must be filed by Wednesday 16 June 2021

Time for filing any documents - also refer rule 1.21 ‘calculating time’ and sub-rule 
24.05(2) filing by electronic communication after 4.30pm in ACT – beware daylight 
saving – 3.30pm Qld. 
Tip:  Same method to calculate 28 days for draft appeal index
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Filing Notice of Appeal
• Are you appealing all orders?
• Is it an order capable of appeal?

– Common queries – finding before sentence (contravention); order to file orders in accordance 
with reasons for judgment

• Do you need leave?
• Appeal v cross appeal v notice of contention
• Role of the ICL – were they discharged, what does this 

mean for any appeal 
– Sargent & Selwyn [2019] FamCAFC 232; Napleton & Napleton [2019] FamCAFC 249



Notice of Appeal
• What is not a ‘Decree or order’

– Ruling during course of trial?
– Finding on contravention before sentencing (if application 

not dismissed)?
• Is leave to appeal required? [section 94AA and regulation 15A]

– Interlocutory decree or order
– Child Support order
Facts - not duplicate grounds of appeal

• Grounds of appeal
• Orders sought

– Remit or rehearing
– Costs
– Not include stay of orders pending appeal (separate 

application to trial judge)



Compliant Notice of Appeal - checklist
• Correct parties (refer parties at first instance)
• Leave to appeal answered (facts not repeat grounds of 

appeal)
• Correct order appealed and capable of appeal
• Appeal is filed in time – before 4.30pm of 28th day
• Grounds of appeal
• Attach order appealed
• Appropriate orders sought



Is Appeal the appropriate course?

• Have all the rights available been exhausted before 
filing appeal?
– Example:  where no appearance at trial by appellant –

avenues pursuant to Rule 17.02(1)(a) FLR or Rule 16.05(2)(a) 
FCCR

– Authorities include:
• Lorde & Chu [2014] FamCAFC 228
• Singam & Moffrey (2015) 93-641
• Cooke & Morton [2018] FamCAFC 8



Notice of Contention
• 22.08A  Notice of contention
• If a respondent to an appeal does not want to cross-appeal from any 

part of an order, but contends that the order should be affirmed on 
grounds other than those relied on by the court appealed from, the 
respondent must, within 14 days after the Notice of Appeal was served 
on the respondent, file a notice of contention in the approved form.

• Note: A document that is filed must be served on each person to be served (see 
rule 7.04).



Submitting Notice
• 8.07  Submitting notices [paraphrase]

(1) A party who has been served with [a Notice of Appeal], and who does not 
want to contest the relief sought in the [Notice of Appeal], may file a submitting 
notice in the approved form.  …
(3) The submitting notice must:
• (a) state that the party submits to any order that the court may make; and
• (b) state whether the party wants to be heard on the question of costs; and
• (c) include an address for service.  …
(5) A submitting notice for a party served with a Notice of Appeal must be 
filed within 14 days after the party was served with the Notice of Appeal.
(6) A party who has filed a submitting notice may apply to the court for leave 
to withdraw the notice.
(7) An application under subrule (6) must be accompanied by an affidavit 
stating:
• (a) why the party wants to withdraw the submitting notice; and
• (b) the party’s intentions in relation to the further conduct of the proceeding.



Practical tips:

• No filing on Commonwealth Courts’ Portal
• Lodge by email northernappeals@familycourt.gov.au
• All emails - copy the other party/ies
• Extension of time requests – written request with 

written consent of all parties

mailto:northernappeals@familycourt.gov.au


Procedural Hearing

• What is it?
• What will I need to know?
• What should I have?
• Contents of draft index
• Exhibits v Exhibit list?
• Preparation appeal books
• Electronic appeals

• Electronic hearing to settle index 
to appeal book (appeal index) 
and procedural orders to prepare 
appeal for hearing

• Draft order and index prepared 
by Registrar

• If reserved right amend grounds 
pending reasons – query amend 
before procedural hearing?

• Know the evidence before the 
judge at first instance

• Transcript assists
• PD 1 of 2019 ‘Applications for 

leave to appeal’ – includes 
process if heard separately



Critical timeframes 
Appeal deemed abandoned

• File Notice of Appeal
– 28 days from order or decree

• Date made in court
• Not:  date written orders or reasons for judgment issued

– Consequence if miss date:
• Notice of Appeal cannot be filed (application for extension of time to appeal)

• File draft appeal index
– Within 28 days of later of:

• Date Notice of Appeal filed
• Date Reasons for Judgment issue (date of certificate of Associate – final page)

– Consequence if miss date:
• Appeal deemed abandoned – finalised

• Email Appeal book and electronic transcript to appeal registry
– By ‘due date’ – date ordered at procedural hearing
– Consequence if miss date:

• Appeal deemed abandoned – finalised



Other timeframes

• Amend grounds of appeal in Notice of Appeal without leave of the Full Court
– date fixed for appellant to file the summary of argument [r 22.09]

• Application to adduce further evidence on appeal [Rule 22.39]
– no later than 14 days prior to commencement of sittings (Monday two weeks before sittings commence –

not two weeks before appeal hearing)
– affidavit to comply with sub-rule 22.39(2)  & PD 6

• Schedule of material in appeal books not relied upon at trial or struck out
– Not later than 7 days before appeal hearing [PD 3.4]

• Notice of abandoned grounds of appeal
– Not later than 7 days before appeal hearing [PD 7.1]



Non-compliance
• Appeal deemed abandoned

– Draft appeal index not filed on time
– Appeal book with electronic transcript not filed on time

• Application for summary dismissal
– Section 96AA

• Application for dismissal for non-compliance
– Rule 22.45

• Court may list for dismissal for non-compliance
– Rule 22.45



Failure to meet critical timeframes

• Applications to rectify - considerations:
– Applications for extension time appeal; reinstate
– Discretion to refuse (includes consideration of 

merits of appeal)
– Cost and delay
– Discretion to make costs order



Appeal Books
• Contents of Appeal Books – rule 22.19
• Electronic Appeal book – PDF 

– requirements in procedural order
– Court and parties receive electronically

• Transcript – purchased Auscript
– Electronic (PDF and Word)
– Appeal - consolidated transcript

• Rule 20.20(2) certificate
Failure lodge any – appeal deemed abandoned



Summary of Argument and List of 
Authorities

• Rule 22.22
• Practice Direction 1 of 2017

– paragraphs 4 and 5
• Attachment ‘A’ to procedural orders



Other appeal practice matters

• Subpoenas  
– Require leave – r 22.34

• Security for costs
• Case Stated

– Section 94A and Part 22.9



Appeal Hearing
• Request to attend by electronic communication

[rules 22.31 and 16.05(3)]

• Costs applications
– Prepared to argue at conclusion of appeal hearing
– Fixed costs rather than costs assessment:

• Schedule of costs (if claim indemnity, also party and party)
• Provided to other party prior to hearing

• Costs certificates
– Federal Proceedings (Costs) Act 1981
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